Entrance Information:
220 South 34th Street. Philadelphia, PA. 19104

1. The accessible entrance is through the Duhring Wing on the south side of the building across from Irvine Auditorium. This entrance is accessible from the path off of 34th St., the path from College Hall and can be reached from the parking lot, as well. The entrance is level with the walkway and has a key code operated door. This entrance leads to a ramp up to Fisher Fine Arts Library and the elevator. This entrance also serves as the accessible entrance to the Arthur Ross Gallery.

• The main entrance from Blanche P. Levy Park (College Green) has ten stone stairs and a step up at the door.

Elevator Information:
• There is one elevator in the middle of the Fisher Fine Arts Library.
• There is one elevator in the middle of Duhring Wing.

Accessible Restrooms:
• Lower level - men's and women's
• Duhring Wing First floor- men's and women's, use the elevator in Duhring Wing to access these restrooms.
**Building Information:**

- Entering the library requires library staff to move the table between the turnstiles.
- The second and third floors of the Fisher Fine Arts Library stacks are accessible only by stairs. Library Staff can get any book that may be in the upper stacks.
- The Lower Level of the stack section is occupied by the library’s image collection. To access this area, contact library staff to arrange for the back door to be opened.
- The Louis I. Kahn Archives of Architectural Drawings on the Lower Level is accessible by a ramp.
- The Arthur Ross Gallery located on the first floor is accessible. For hours and information call 215-898-1479.
- To obtain the key code for Entrance #1 call 215.898.9870.